GENERACIÓN INFLUYENTE

YOUTH CONGRESS “ESTAMOS AL ALGARETE”
Agosto 24,2019 | Nazaret, Kissimmee | 9am – 9pm

Generacion Influyente (501c-3) focuses on encouraging young people to grow and prosper through selfmastery, self-actualization and self-determination. Our interventions or meetings with them are designed
to foster resilience, optimism, social and emotional competences and problem solving skills.
We believe in a generation with extraordinary possibilities to manifest their abilities for the benefit of all.
With the potential to positively influence society, education, business and government.

YOUTH CONGRESS “ESTAMOS ALGARETE”
Sometimes young people feel separated from the adult’s issues that are often discussed. Today
young people are similar to the times we are living, characteristic of a changing world. It is up
to us to guide them and equipped them with the best tools and knowledge and for them to take
possession of roads that produce victories and success.
This generation is distinguished by having access to a lot of information, correct and incorrect,
in seconds and at the touch of a button. Some manifest a very limited attention span, and seem
to live centered on themselves. Others live dysfunctional situations, which provoke in them the
absence of authority and stability. What leads them to manifest a tendency to distrust adults,
that is, not take them into account in case of needing help, although some of them tend to take
refuge in people who qualify as safe and can be emotionally abused.
As responsible adults, we have a passion for investing and preparing a generation of influential
leaders in all the key areas that make up our society; education, business, community and
government.
Youth Congress “Estamos Algarete” aims to gather teens and pre-teens to equip them, motivate
them and build them in a fresh word and thinking about them. These workshops are designed to
propel them to their next step in fulfilling the purpose of your lives. Culminating with a concert to
celebrate their lives and their purpose.
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SPONSORSHIP:
Þ Promotion of service or products during congress (table )…….…..……………….$500.00
Þ Promotion of service / products during congress (table)
and mention during the concert ……………………………………………….……$1,000.00
Þ Promotion of service / products during in congress (table) mention during
all the event and time on stage to present service (10 approx.)………………….….$1,500.00
Þ Generacion Influyetes’ Investor ………………………….…………………….. DONATION

BUDGET:
Production, venue, concert, speakers, plane tickets, miscellaneous ……………………..... $8,200.00

CONTACT INFORMATION:
Robert “El Russo” Perez & Annie Ocasio
(407) 494-6031
m.me/ginfluyente
info@generacioninfluyente.com
http://www.generacioninfluyente.com/
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